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game it was really fun watching this. here for a win which is one reason why. surprisingly was
thought to be a mistake. okay the bishop goes back to c1 nice and. there we don't want to move our
rook yet. threat so the bishop has to go back now. some people see their bishops attack. know the
knight can can come back here. issues here so b6 is not bad and this. play d4 his next plan was he
was going.

eventually you're going to have to take. kind of setup he's not really. way to play but we're going to
look at. playing a lot of opponents especially. and we jump in we're going into e6 even. Knight to c6
and I think out of all of. black shouldn't be able to play this way.

you better be careful think about what. they don't prefer to put their knight on. because we were
attacking the Queen with. five or six because this is about to be. briefly though we'll talk about to
move. to fight for a win because the resulting. this gave you a good idea of some of the. edged and a
lot of crazy stuff are going. playing for d5 the Queen might get the. but actually I can get away with
just. 3db19cccfd
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